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Abstract
Epidemic surveillance has recently been subject to the development of Web based information retrieval systems. The
majority of these systems extract information directly from users, official epidemic reports or news sources. Others
extract epidemic data from Internet based social network services. The currently existing epidemic surveillance systems
are mostly monolithic, not being designed for knowledge share or their integration with other applications such as
epidemic forecasting tools.
In this dissertation, an approach is presented to the creation of a data collection system which enables the integration
of data from diverse sources. Based on the principles of interoperability and modularity, this system not only addresses
the current needs for data integration but is also expansible to enable data extraction from future epidemic data
sources. This system was developed as a module for the ”Epidemic Marketplace” under the EPIWORK project with
the objective of becoming a valuable data source for epidemic modeling and forecasting tools.
This document describes the requirements and development stages for this epidemic surveillance system and its
evaluation.
Keywords: Epidemic Surveillance, Information Retrieval, Information Integration, Workflows.
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Resumo
Nos u´ltimos anos, a vigilaˆncia epidemiolo´gica tem sido um campo de desenvolvimento de sistemas de recolha de
informac¸a˜o da Web. A maioria destes sistemas extraem informac¸a˜o directamente dos utilizadores, de relato´rios oficiais
ou de fontes noticiosas, enquanto outros extraem dados epidemiologicos de redes sociais da Internet. Estes sistemas
de vigilaˆncia epidemiolo´gica sa˜o na sua maioria monolı´ticos, na˜o sendo desenhados para a partilha de dados e sua
integrac¸a˜o com outras aplicac¸o˜es, como ferramentas de previsa˜o epidemiolo´gica.
Ao longo desta dissertac¸a˜o apresento uma abordagem para a criac¸a˜o de um sistema de colecta de dados que permite
a integrac¸a˜o de dados de diversas fontes. Baseado nos princı´pios de interoperabilidade e modularidade, este sistema
na˜o so´ aborda a necessidade para a integrac¸a˜o de informac¸a˜o mas e´ tambe´m expansivel para permitir a extracc¸a˜o de
dados de fontes futuras de dados epidemiolo´gicos. Este sistema foi desenvolvido como um mo´dulo para o ”Epidemic
Marketplace” no projecto EPIWORK com o objectivo de se tornar uma fonte de dados para ferramentas de modelac¸a˜o
e previsa˜o epidemiolo´gica.
Este documento descreve os requisı´tos e fases de desenvolvimento deste sistema de vigilaˆncia epidemiolo´gica bem
como a sua avaliac¸a˜o.
Palavras Chave: Vigilaˆncia Epidemiolo´gica, Colecta de Informac¸a˜o, Integrac¸a˜o de Informac¸a˜o, Fluxos de
Trabalho.
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Resumo Alongado
Nos u´ltimos anos, a vigilaˆncia epidemiolo´gica tem sido um campo de desenvolvimento de sistemas de recolha de
informac¸a˜o da Web. A maioria destes sistemas extraem informac¸a˜o directamente dos utilizadores, de relato´rios oficiais
ou de fontes noticiosas, enquanto outros extraem dados epidemiolo´gicos de redes sociais da Internet. Estas fontes de
informac¸a˜o podem ser utilizadas na identificac¸a˜o de possı´veis casos de doenc¸a, ou na ana´lise da propagac¸a˜o de doenc¸as
em comunidades.
Os actuais sistemas de vigilaˆncia epidemiolo´gica sa˜o na sua maioria monolı´ticos, na˜o sendo desenhados para a
partilha de dados e sua integrac¸a˜o com outras aplicac¸o˜es, como ferramentas de previsa˜o epidemiolo´gica.
`A medida que a disponibilidade informac¸a˜o na Web aumentou, surgiram novos sistemas para pesquisa, agregac¸a˜o
e colecta de dados. Estes sistemas podem ser activos na recolha automa´tica de informac¸a˜o, utilizando crawlers, ou
passivos, fornecendo formula´rios de submissa˜o de dados aos utilizadores.
E-science e´ a utilizac¸a˜o de tecnologias de informac¸a˜o, computac¸a˜o e da Web para a obtenc¸a˜o de resultados
cientı´ficos. A E-science requer o desenvolvimento de middleware para tarefas como a aquisic¸a˜o, integrac¸a˜o,
armazenamento, ana´lise e visualizac¸a˜o de dados.
O projecto EPIWORK e´ uma iniciativa multidisciplinar para a criac¸a˜o de uma plataforma de conhecimento e
ferramentas para a modelac¸a˜o e previsa˜o epidemiolo´gica, incluindo modelos data-driven em grande escala.
O Multisource Epidemic Data Collector (MEDCollector), desenvolvido no aˆmbito desta dissertac¸a˜o, e´ um sistema
de extracc¸a˜o de informac¸a˜o e integrac¸a˜o de dados de mu´ltiplas fontes Web altamente heteroge´neas e e´ um componente
da plataforma de informac¸a˜o do EPIWORK, o “Epidemic Marketplace”. Este sistema foi concebido como um conjunto
de servic¸os que sa˜o orquestrados por fluxos de trabalho, permitindo a configurac¸a˜o de processos de colecta de dados.
Atrave´s do desenho de orquestrac¸o˜es de servic¸os por de fluxos de trabalho e´ possı´vel recolher e integrar dados de
mu´ltiplas fontes Web. Uma vez que o desenho de fluxos de trabalho requer utilizadores com conhecimentos te´cnicos
existe a necessidade da criac¸a˜o de abstracc¸o˜es e simplificac¸o˜es para o processo de criac¸a˜o destes fluxos. Tendo em
conta estas abstracc¸o˜es e utilizando um ambiente gra´fico torna-se possı´vel ao utilizador comum criar mecanismos de
colecta de dados.
A Web apresenta um elevado nu´mero de fontes de dados epidemiolo´gicos, no entanto estas fontes sa˜o muito
heteroge´neas, transmitindo dados em diversos formatos, desde texto livre ate´ documentos estruturados em XML.
Exemplos de fontes de dados epidemiolo´gicos sa˜o os servic¸os de relato de doenc¸as, como o ProMED-mail, sistemas
de monitorizac¸a˜o da Internet, como o GripeNet, entre outras como redes sociais, sistemas de ana´lise de notı´cias, como
o HealthMap.
Um proto´tipo inicial, o Data Collector, foi desenvolvido no projecto EPIWORK para a colecta de dados
epidemiolo´gicos da rede social Twitter. Este proto´tipo pesquisa a rede social por mensagens que conteˆm um nome de
uma doenc¸a e que foram publicadas em determinada regia˜o geogra´fica. Este proto´tipo inicial monitorizou 89 doenc¸as
e 379 localizac¸o˜es, influindo todos os paı´ses e capitais do mundo. O Data Collector e´ composto por treˆs componentes,
um crawler que pesquisa pelas mensagens automaticamente na rede social, uma base de dados relacional que armazena
as mensagens recolhidas, e um conjunto de servic¸os web que permitem o acesso aos dados armazenados. O Data
Collector permitiu a identificac¸a˜o de requisitos funcionais e na˜o funcionais para a recolha de dados epidemiolo´gicos
da Web.
Os requisitos funcionais esta˜o directamente ligados a`s funcionalidades efectivas do sistema. Sa˜o requisitos
funcionais: a colecta activa, automaticamente atrave´s de URIs e APIs disponibilizadas pelas fontes; a colecta passiva,
atrave´s da submissa˜o de dados por aplicac¸o˜es ou utilizadores;
• o armazenamento local dos dados, que permite superar a volatilidade e diferentes disponibilidades temporais dos
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dados;
• a referenciac¸a˜o das entidades identificadas em ontologias, que permite na˜o so´ a utilizac¸a˜o de um vocabula´rio na˜o
ambı´guo mas tambe´m a utilizac¸a˜o das relac¸o˜es hiera´rquicas entre as entidades;
• a utilizac¸a˜o de padro˜es web, como o XML permitem a comunicac¸a˜o inequı´voca as fontes e sistema, bem como
entre os diversos componentes do sistema;
• mecanismos de verificac¸a˜o da provenieˆncia dos dados, que permitem ao utilizador validar os dados para sua
posterior utilizac¸a˜o;
• o agendamento das actividades de colecta de dados, permitindo que actuem de acordo com os perı´odos de
actualizac¸a˜o das suas fontes;
• o empacotamento dos dados em datasets que podem ser utilizados por ferramentas de modelac¸a˜o e simulac¸a˜o
epidemiolo´gica.
• Sa˜o requisitos na˜o funcionais, a modularidade e configurabilidade do sistema, a interoperabilidade de servic¸os,
o bom desempenho do sistema e a toleraˆncia a falhas.
O MEDCollector foi desenvolvido com va´rios componentes que procuram assegurar os diversos requisitos. O
Dashboard e´ um interface gra´fico que permite ao utilizador desenhar mecanismos de recolha e empacotamento de
dados. Este interface corre directamente no browser na˜o necessitando o utilizador de passar por processos longos de
instalac¸a˜o e configurac¸a˜o do software.
O Workflow Repository armazena os fluxos desenhados pelos utilizadores.
O Process Builder converte os fluxos desenhados pelo utilizador em processos BPEL.
Processos BPEL sa˜o processos de orquestrac¸a˜o de servic¸os descritos em XML e executa´veis por um motor de
BPEL.
Servic¸os internos garantem as funcionalidades ba´sicas do sistema. Estes servic¸os incluem servic¸os de colecta de
dados, que garantem as funcionalidades ba´sicas associadas a` recolha de dados da Web como a transformac¸a˜o de XML
e acesso a APIs, servic¸os de empacotamento de dados, que fornecem as funcionalidades de obtenc¸a˜o de dados do
MEDCollector Repository e seu empacotamento em documentos, e servic¸os gene´ricos que podem ser utilizados tanto
para fluxos de recolha como para fluxos de empacotamento de dados.
Servic¸os externos, disponı´veis na web, permitem a extensibilidade do sistema aumentando o numero de
funcionalidades possı´veis de executar pelo sistema.
O MEDCollector Repository e´ responsa´vel pelo armazenamento local dos dados recolhidos da Web e dados de
agendamento de pesquisas nas diversas fontes. ´E tambe´m no MEDCollector Repository que sa˜o referenciadas as
doenc¸as e entidades geogra´ficas em ontologias, no Unified Medical Language System e no Geonames respectivamente.
O MEDCollector e´ comparado com duas ferramentas de desenho de fluxos de trabalho cientı´ficos, o Taverna e o
Kepler. Uma vez que o Taverna na˜o fornece servic¸os que podem ser utilizados em recolha de dados epidemiolo´gicos
este e´ comparado utilizando os servic¸os do MEDCollector apenas em termos de requisitos na˜o funcionais. O Kepler e´
uma ferramenta de desenho de fluxos de trabalho cientı´fico que apresenta um grande nu´mero de actores que fornecem
va´rias funcionalidades. O MEDCollector e´ comparado com o Kepler tanto a nı´vel funcional como na˜o funcional.
Para efeitos desta comparac¸a˜o sa˜o utilizados quatro cena´rios de recolha de dados.
1. Recolha de mensagens da RSS Feed - ”CDC Flu Updates”, que fornece mensagens sobre Influenza nos Estados
Unidos da Ame´rica.
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2. Recolha de mensagens da RSS Feed - ”CDC Travel Notices”, que fornece mensagens de alerta para viagens,
estas mensagens podem conter entidades relacionadas com doenc¸as e localizac¸o˜es ou na˜o.
3. Recolha de estimativas de casos de gripe do servic¸o “Google Flu Trends” que estima a actividade de gripe
baseado nas pesquisas dos utilizadores no motor de pesquisa Google.
4. Receber de mensagens de e-mail que podem conter entidades relacionadas com doenc¸as ou localizac¸o˜es.
De forma geral os treˆs sistemas tem vantagens e desvantagens. O sistema Kepler e´ altamente focalizado em
operac¸o˜es sobre dados e tem melhor desempenho em tarefas simples devido a` sua arquitectura. No entanto, a tarefa
de recolha de dados epidemiolo´gicos de mu´ltiplas fontes Web requer um alto nı´vel de tratamento e transformac¸a˜o
de dados que requer a utilizac¸a˜o de um elevado nu´mero de actores no Kepler, resultando em fluxos de trabalho mais
complexos. Outras caracterı´sticas do Kepler sa˜o a necessidade dos utilizadores conhecerem as implementac¸o˜es te´cnicas
dos servidores, por exemplo do servidor de bases de dados, e na˜o fornecer funcionalidades para a criac¸a˜o de fluxos de
trabalho para recolha passiva de dados, na˜o sendo possı´vel a a recolha de dados de mensagens e-mail. O Taverna e´
um sistema de desenho de fluxos de trabalho semelhante ao MEDCollector em que utiliza servic¸os Web que fornecem
as funcionalidades ba´sicas do sistema. O Taverna na˜o fornece servic¸os para a recolha de dados epidemiolo´gicos,
sendo necessa´rio especifica´-los atrave´s de documentos WSDL. Utilizando os servic¸os do MEDCollector ambos o
MEDCollector e o Taverna teˆm uma performance bastante semelhante. O Kepler em geral tem melhor performance,
excepto no caso do RSS Feed “CDC Travel Notices”. O servic¸o do MEDCollector que pesquisa esta feed por doenc¸as
e entidades geogra´ficas utiliza um algoritmo de pesquisa bina´rio que melhora a performance relativamente ao Kepler
que necessita de iterar sobre todas as doenc¸as e localizac¸o˜es para cada mensagem do servic¸o noticioso.
A principal inovac¸a˜o do MEDCollector e´ que atrave´s de um interface gra´fico baseado no browser o utilizador
comum desenhar fluxos de servic¸os Web simples atrave´s de uma notac¸a˜o gra´fica na˜o te´cnica. Enquanto o
MEDCollector tem um desempenho menor, em alguns casos, que o Kepler, e´ menos complexo permitindo o desenho
de mecanismos de recolha de dados a utilizadores sem conhecimento te´cnicos da implementac¸a˜o do sistema. O
MEDCollector permite tambe´m que os utilizadores visualizem fluxos desenhados por outros utilizadores e extrair
dados recolhidos por esses processos.
Uma camada do interface permite ainda a recolha de dados guardados no reposito´rio e a criac¸a˜o de conjuntos de
dados que podem ser empacotados num so´ documento.
O MEDCollector permite assim uma complementac¸a˜o dos dados relatados oficialmente atrave´s de dados recolhidos
de mu´ltiplas fontes Web, podendo contribuir para estudos de propagac¸a˜o de doenc¸as bem como investigac¸a˜o de controlo
de epidemias.
Um conjunto de desafios podem ainda ser explorados em trabalho futuro como a visualizac¸a˜o dos dados recolhidos
ou a ana´lise das questo˜es de privacidade levantadas pela recolha de dados epidemiolo´gicos da Web. O Epidemic
Marketplace, desenvolvido no aˆmbito do projecto EPIWORK, inclui um reposito´rio de dados para o qual esta˜o a ser
desenvolvido um mediador que consiste em servic¸os para interacc¸a˜o com outras aplicac¸o˜es. Atrave´s deste mediador
sera´ possı´vel desenhar fluxos de servic¸os web no MEDCollector para a submissa˜o de conjuntos de dados em intervalos
de tempo regulares.
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1 Introduction
The study of epidemic disease propagation and its control is highly dependent on the availability of reliable epidemic
data. Epidemic surveillance systems play an important role in this subject, extracting exhaustive information with the
purpose of understanding disease propagation and evaluating its impact in public health through epidemic forecasting
tools.
International organizations, such as the World Health Organization (WHO) [1], have epidemic surveillance systems
that collect infectious disease cases. However, although official disease statistics and demographics provide the most
reliable data, the use of new technologies for epidemic data collection is useful to complement data already obtained
from national reporting systems.
In recent years several projects have researched the use of the Web as a platform for epidemic data collection.
The systems developed by these projects gather epidemic data from several types of sources [2], such as query data
from search engines [3], Internet news services[4] and directly from users [5]. Alternative sources for epidemic data
are social networks, e.g. Twitter [6], which are forums where people share information that can be accessed as Web
services. These alternative sources of information can be used to identify possible disease cases, or at least provide a
glimpse about the propagation of a disease in a community.
1.1 Objectives
This dissertation has the objective of:
• exploring the collection of epidemic data from Web sources and describe the development of an extensible and
flexible tool for epidemic data collection.
• enabling the integration of epidemic data through service workflow design.
• creating a user interface that enables workflow design through an easy-to-use, drag-and-drop, interface.
• enabling the creation of consistent datasets from extracted, integrated epidemic data.
1.2 Motivation
Although there are currently several epidemic data gathering services on the Web these are mostly monolithic. Since
these systems use different protocols for data presentation and transmission, currently there is no unified way to extract
and use all of this available information.
An approach to extract and integrate data from multiple sources is the definition of workflows (Fig. 1) which
enables the composition of collection mechanisms using web services.
Since workflow design tools are typically complex and require users to have specific technical knowledge, such
as business analysts, there is the need for the creation of abstractions and simplifications to the process of creating
workflows. This can be achieved through a simple workflow design interface which will enable non-technical users to
create the necessary data harvesting mechanisms.
The EPIWORK project is a multidisciplinary effort to develop an appropriate framework for epidemiological
forecasting [7]. This framework is aimed at the creation of a computational platform for epidemic research and data
sharing, which will encompass the design and implementation of disease incidence collection tools, the development
of large-scale data-driven computational and mathematical models to assess disease spread and control.
This document describes the development of MEDCollector, a system for information extraction and integration
from multiple heterogeneous epidemiological data sources. MEDCollector is a component of EPIWORK’s information
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Figure 1: Example of a workflow, to extract messages from twitter, text-mine them, and insert both the message and
extracted information into the database.
platform, the “Epidemic Marketplace” [8]. It is conceived as a set of interoperable services which are orchestrated as
workflows, enabling the flexible configuration of epidemic data collection processes.
1.3 EPIWORK
Among the several research projects in the Large Scale Informatics Systems Laboratory (LaSIGE) at the University of
Lisbon is the EPIWORK project, funded by the European Commission’s Seventh Framework Programme. This project
proposes a multi-disciplinary research effort with the goal to develop a framework of knowledge and tools for the
design of epidemic forecasting infrastructures by epidemiologists and other public health researchers – the Epidemic
Marketplace (EM).
This project has the participation of 12 European partners, among them the research group XLDB, a LaSIGE group
which performs research activities on biomedical informatics and knowledge management. This team is responsible
for the creation of the “Data Collector”, a prototype data collection system that retrieves epidemic information from
Twitter. The “Data Collector” is the predecessor of the MEDCollector.
1.4 Document Organization
This document is organized by chapter, each having the following contents:
• Chapter 2 – Describes related work developed in epidemic data collection.
• Chapter 3 – Describes an early prototype for epidemic data collection.
• Chapter 4 – Describes the conceptual and technical requirements of the proposed system inspired in the
challenges identified in the prototype described in Chapter 3.
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• Chapter 5 – MEDCollector’s Design and Implementation describing each of the software components and its
implementation.
• Chapter 6 – A Case Study comparing MEDCollector with Taverna and Kepler in a real epidemic data collection
scenario.
• Chapter 7 – Conclusion describing the system’s relevance in the field of epidemiology.
3
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2 Related Work
As Web information availability increased, new systems for browsing, harvesting and retrieving this information have
surfaced through the years. DROP [9], a system for harvesting and storing online publications, not only includes a
crawler module that collects publications actively from the web, but also accepts direct publication submissions to the
system.
The development of middleware and networking technologies for tasks such as data acquisition, integration,
storage, management, mining and visualization enables the use of web, computational and information technologies
to achieve scientific results, or E-science. E-science, through the provision of scientific environments, allows global
collaboration by enabling universal access to knowledge and resources. A number of initiatives, such as myGrid and
its workflow environment Taverna[10] [11] in bioinformatics, and EGEE and DEISA [12] as well as Kepler [13] in
multiple domains, have begun bridging the gap between the need for computational tools and their seamless integration
through the use of standards and interoperable services.
The EPIWORK project is dedicated to the development of a platform for epidemic research and data sharing. This
platform will enable the development of large-scale data-driven computational models for epidemic forecasting.
The Web presents a valuable source for collecting epidemic data, but it requires coping with a variety of formats,
ranging from free text to XML documents. Disease reporting services, like the ProMED-mail newsletter [14],
EuroFlu and reports from the European Center for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) [15] are useful sources
of epidemiological data. The ProMed-mail newsletter, maintained by the International Society for Infectious Diseases,
is a notification service that sends their registered users information about new disease outbreaks and cases via e-mail.
EuroFlu.org, a WHO website, and the ECDC’s European Influenza Surveillance Network (EISN) [16] publish weekly
reports on the activity of Influenza-like diseases.
Internet Monitoring Systems (IMS) can retrieve data using two distinct approaches: passive data collection and
active data collection. Systems that use passive data collection mechanisms, such as Gripenet [5] and Google Flu
Trends [3], provide interfaces for their users to voluntarily submit their data. On the other hand, active data collection
systems, such as Healthmap [2] and the Global Public Health Intelligence Network (GPHIN) [4], use crawlers that
browse the Web through hyperlinks and available Application Programming Interfaces (API).
The IMS Gripenet depends directly on the active participation of its voluntary users, which receive weekly
newsletters about influenza activity and are requested to fill out a form about the presence, or not, of influenza symptoms
during the past week. This system was based on Holland’s Influenzanet [17] model and is currently implemented on
seven other countries: Belgium, Italy, Brazil, Mexico, United Kingdom and Australia and Canada.
Google Flu Trends is a system that performs analysis on terms used in user queries to the Google search engine
and has been shown to predict influenza activity within two weeks prior to the official sources for the North American
Population. This system is currently being extended to cover other countries around the world. Both Google Flu Trends
and the previously mentioned IMS collect data directly from their users; their difference lies in that while Google Flu
Trends receives data directly from its users this data is not directly related to disease activity. Google Flu Trends
correlates a number of search terms with disease activity increase and then uses them to estimate real activity values.
Healthmap [2] takes a different approach. It is a worldwide epidemic data presentation website that depicts disease
cases, mostly of contagious diseases, gathered from different sources. These sources can be diverse in nature, ranging
from news casting services to official epidemic reports, and have different degrees of reliability. Disease and location
information is extracted via a text processing system and presented on a map via the Google Maps API.
GPHIN [4] is a multilingual early warning system for global public health surveillance. It gathers reports of public
health significance from news-feed aggregators. GPHIN then filters and categorizes the retrieved reports through an
automated process which is complemented by human analysis. An algorithm attributes a relevance score to each report.
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Reports with a high relevance score are assigned a category while reports with a low relevance score are considered
”trash”. Reports with a relevance score between both thresholds are reviewed and classified through human analysis.
To aid in this task, non-English articles are machine translated to English. This system then makes the categorized
reports available to users in a variety of languages through machine translation.
Recently it has been shown that it is possible to extract epidemic information from Web based social networks,
taking advantage of the large number of users that currently use these services. The ”Data Collector”, implemented
in the EPIWORK project, was developed to retrieve messages from Twitter, which is a highly popular social network
service that allows users to post messages of up to 140 text characters [18]. Initially developed to collect messages
containing the name of a disease and location, the Data Collector currently retrieves messages containing the name of
a disease posted at a specific geographic location. It currently monitors 89 diseases and 379 locations.
Using interoperable services which are orchestrated as workflows, MEDCollector enables the flexible configuration
of epidemic data collection from multiple sources. Collected data can then be packed into datasets for later use
by epidemic modeling tools. Through the use of Web standards for data transmission the system enables seamless
integration of web services to extend its basic functionality.
The MEDCollector not only gathers, but also integrates data from multiple and heterogeneous sources providing
epidemiologists with not only traditional data sources, but also a wide array of datasets obtained from the Web using
its own data services.
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3 Data Collector
The ”Data Collector” [18] is a prototype data collection system developed under the scope of the EPIWORK project.
It takes advantage of the large flow of users that currently use social network services, using them to extract epidemic
information. In its latest implementation the Data Collector retrieved messages from Twitter [6], a highly popular social
network service that allows users to post messages of up to 140 text characters, containing the name of a disease and
posted at a geographical location. These messages containing disease references could represent putative infections
and therefore possibly be related to the actual incidence of a disease in a population. The ”Data Collector” monitored
89 diseases and 379 locations.
The ”Data Collector” is composed by three main components:
• A Web Crawler, which retrieves messages from Twitter;
• A Relational Database, used to store the collected data;
• Several Web Services, which can be used to access the stored data.
3.1 Web Crawler
This component of the Data Collector is responsible for the collection of messages from Twitter. By automatically
crawling the social network service through the use of its web services, documented in the Twitter Search API, it is
able to extract messages containing the name of a disease posted in a certain geographical location, e.g.:
http://search.twitter.com/search.atom?q=flu&geocode =51.50841522%2C1-0.12553300 %2C157km&rpp=50
This query requests messages containing the word ”flu” posted in London, given its latitude, longitude and an
approximate radius from those coordinates.
3.2 Relational Database
All the messages retrieved by the Web Crawler are stored in a local relational database designed according to the UML
class diagram (Fig. 2). The classes Disease and Location store information relevant to the retrieval of messages from
Twitter, such as disease names and geographic information. Each disease has an official name and several alternative
names as instances of the Disease Alias class. Locations are geo-referenced by latitude and longitude of their centers
and an estimate radius is maintained as a requirement from the Twitter Search API. When a message posted at a location
and containing a disease name is detected an occurrence entry is created referencing these entities as well as storing
date, author, source and evidence.
3.3 Web Services
The Data Collector also provides a REST - RPC hybrid API [19] which specifies methods and parameters for retrieval
of stored data by other applications. The API has three main methods which, using the HTTP verb GET, retrieve
locations1, diseases2 and occurrences3 in the database. The method used to extract occurrences returns the main name
of the detected disease, the name of the location where each message was posted as well as the source, author, evidence,
score and date. This method has several parameters which allows the user to refine his search:
1http://epiwork.di.fc.ul.pt/collector/locations
2http://epiwork.di.fc.ul.pt/collector/diseases
3http://epiwork.di.fc.ul.pt/collector/occurrences
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Figure 2: UML class diagram of the Data Collector relational database.
• ”location=” and ”disease=”, filter the occurrences by disease and location name.
• ”before=” and ”after=”, which filter the occurrences based on the date when they were posted. The date format
used is ”yyyyMMDDhhmmss”.
• ”format=”, which the user or application can use to select the format of the output data. HTML is the default
format, however XML and TSV are also available.
3.4 Data Collector Results
Monitoring 89 diseases and 379 locations resulted in 33731 queries performed regularly on Twitter. This resulted in
some performance issues due to the limit, imposed by Twitter, to the number of queries available for a period of time.
As a consequence to this limitation, the total number of queries had to be performed regularly but spaced within a time
frame of 2 to 4 days due to the required wait time to access the Twitter Web-Services.
This early prototype data collection system extracted 615853 messages in 17 months. The Tables 1, 2 and 3 show
the top 10 diseases, countries and cities with most extracted messages. Note that in these tables, location entities are
independent and as such messages extracted for the United States may or not contain the 45059 messages extracted for
Washington as they result from independent queries.
Table 1: Top 10 Diseases with greater total number of messages collected with Data Collector.
Name Number of Messages
Influenza 164640
Cold 94564
H1N1 81228
HIV 54086
Fever 38409
Plague 14313
Dengue 11916
Malaria 11787
Rash 11194
Pneumonia 8653
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Table 2: Top 10 Countries with greater total number of messages collected with Data Collector.
Name Number of Messages
United States 103707
United Kingdom 48272
Mexico 31801
Brazil 21394
Canada 16480
India 13488
Argentina 12494
Australia 12220
Republic of Venezuela 12058
Italy 11355
Table 3: Top 10 Cities with greater total number of messages collected with Data Collector.
Name Number of Messages
Washington 45049
London 36819
Mexico City 15792
Caracas 8324
Rome 4849
Ottawa 4633
Brası´lia 4376
Seoul 4007
Tokyo 3511
Santiago 3426
This prototype, while limited, provided insight into the possible relevance of web based epidemic data collection.
Furthermore it allowed an initial analysis into the requirements for a more complete epidemic data collection through
the MEDCollector. These requirements are described in the following chapter.
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4 Epidemic Data Collection Requirements
This dissertation explores the extraction of data from multiple web sources. This increase in the scope of the extraction
mechanisms, over that in Chapter 3, enables epidemic surveillance to compare data from the several sources to improve
their predictions.
An epidemiological data collector should therefore follow a set of principles and requirements that enable extensible
data collection and the creation of consistent, integrated datasets, while coping with the heterogeneity associated with
its sources.
These requirements can be functional, and therefore related to the how the system is used, or non-functional, which
relate to the quality of the system.
4.1 Functional Requirements
Active Data Collection Several Web sources, such as Twitter, currently expose a variety of APIs and URIs. Through
the creation of mechanisms to access these APIs it is possible to actively collect their data. This enables data collection
from sources like Twitter, Google Flu Trends and EISN reports. Depending on the source, the harvesting mechanism
collects an entire message containing the name of a disease for further processing or harvest epidemiological estimates
known to be published at the defined source.
Passive Data Collection While using APIs specifically designed for data extraction is an efficient way to harvest
data from several sources, some sources do not provide them and active data collection also creates a number of issues
related to the number of requests to external services to keep data updated, such as query rate limiting and others. An
approach to these problems is the exposure of passive collection interfaces which do not actively search for new data
but wait for data to be submitted directly to them. One such example is an e-mail address, monitored by an application,
through which the system can receive news and disease alert e-mail subscriptions (e.g. ProMED-mail). Data received
by passive data collection mechanisms requires structuring before being integrated and loaded to the system.
Local Storage Different data sources have variable data availability times, and data may only be available for some
time period at certain sources, if any. An approach to solve the problem associated with dealing with volatile data, as
well as the temporal disparity of data sources, is to locally store all the retrieved data in a local dedicated relational
database, as in the prototype described in Chapter 3.
Ontology Referencing Enables the use of controlled vocabularies when referencing entities in the spatial and health
domains. The use of ontologies enables the disambiguation of named entities, the mapping of entities with multiple
references across data sources, and the establishment of hierarchical relationships among entities. This hierarchy
becomes particularly relevant when using geographic referencing. For instance, with the support of a geographic
ontology, we can relate cities with their respective countries. This enables the aggregation of data defined for specific
levels to higher levels, e.g. disease cases identified in Lisbon can be used in Portugal’s domain.
Use of Web Standards Data transmission on the web requires the use of Web Standards, such as XML, enabling
machines to parse its contents and process it accordingly. This enables the use of transmitted data independently of the
devices or technologies used to access them.
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Data Provenance So that data can be validated for use in epidemic studies the epidemiologist must not only be able
to know the source of the collected data but also be able to see and evaluate the mechanisms, or workflows, which have
harvested the data. This way a user can restrict the data he uses in his research according to the harvesting mechanisms
he knows to provide the most suitable data for that purpose.
Scheduling of Collection Activities The data collector prototype, in Chapter 3, was limited due to the number of
queries allowed by its Web source. Coping with this problem should require the data collection system to be able to
define when data collection mechanisms are active on their sources and prioritize which queries are being performed at
a given time. This improves the system’s performance by improving the frequency of queries that provide the greatest
amount of data while reducing the frequency of queries that provide little to no data.
Data Packaging An epidemic data collection system is only useful to the epidemiologist community if it can be used
to provide data for epidemic modeling and forecasting tools. For this purpose the data collection system should enable
its users to query the collected data and create consistently packaged datasets.
4.2 Non-Functional Requirements
Modularity and Configurability An epidemic data collector that retrieves data from the Web requires a degree of
flexibility in order to cope with changes or additions to its sources.
By adopting a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) [20], the system has its functionality distributed through
discrete units, or services. SOA is implemented on the Web as HTTP-based RESTful Services or based on SOAP and
WSDL which are considerably more complex. The use of standards permits unequivocal transmission of information
by structuring the data clearly.
Workflows, or orchestrations as they are called in SOA, enable the design of data flow sequences between the
different services. Configurable workflows enable the reconfiguration and addition of new services whenever necessary
by defining how services are interconnected and how information is transmitted between them [21].
The Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [22] is a XML-based language that describes the interactions
between services, therefore allowing the definition of workflows. Each BPEL process is itself a web service. The
BPEL process is described in XML and can be interpreted and executed by a BPEL engine. WSBPEL 2.0 is an OASIS
standard that enables the definition of BPEL processes for web services under a SOA architecture.
Interoperability Two types of interoperability are required. Firstly, interoperability between services within the
system. By defining services with a set of configurable inputs and outputs, based on Web Standards, a high level
of interoperability is possible, improving the flexibility of workflow creation. Secondly, interoperability between the
system and other applications, such as epidemic forecasting tools. By enabling this type of interoperability, the system
becomes more useful from an e-science perspective by enabling knowledge sharing among different systems.
Performance Epidemic surveillance systems need to retrieve data from a large number of sources. Furthermore
epidemic data source and news systems provide data more often, sometimes daily, and social networks provide it near
”real-time”. An epidemic data collection system should be able to cope with this large amount of data availability.
Fault Tolerance Web Services can often fail due to a number of reasons such as timeouts (due to large numbers
of accesses) or request limits. The prototype data collector had issues with limits imposed by the Twitter API which
resulted in a temporary ban of the application. This had to be solved by altering the crawler to cope with all warnings
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and rate-limiting measures imposed by the APIs. To make a workflow reliable in light of these problems it should be
able to treat and respond to faults, e.g. waiting the amount of time required to cope with the rate-limiting measures of
certain Web services.
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5 MEDCollector Design and Implementation
This chapter describes the design principles behind MEDCollector and its software implementation. MEDCollector
implements the requirements detailed in Chapter 4. It is inspired in the ”Data Collector” [18], an initial prototype for
the collection of messages from Twitter containing disease and location names, see Chapter 3.
The Architecture of the MEDCollector is represented in Figure 3.
Figure 3: MEDCollector’s basic architecture.
The main system components are:
• Dashboard. A web-based front end that provides user-interface capabilities to the system, enabling the user to
define workflows for data harvesting and packaging.
• Workflow Repository. Stores workflows designed through the Dashboard.
• Process Builder. Converts designed workflows to BPEL processes describing SOA orchestrations.
• BPEL Processes. Processes that are run on a BPEL engine and orchestrate communications between multiple
services, both internal and external, to perform data collection or data packaging accordingly to workflow
definition.
• Internal Services. Provide basic system functionalities and interact with the MEDCollector Repository.
• External Services. Available on the web, potentially extend the functionality of MEDCollector.
• MEDCollector Repository. Stores all the data collected by the system.
This chapter is organized in the following sub sections:
• 5.1 Data Storage - Describes the logical structure of the MEDCollector Repository.
• 5.2 Ontologies - Explains the ontologies used to reference entities in MEDCollector and how they are used.
• 5.3 Dashboard - Explores the implementation of the graphical user interface used for the design of workflows.
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• 5.4 BPEL Processes - Describes de creation of a BPEL process from the initial design of the graphical workflow.
• 5.5 Services - Describes each of the services currently implemented in MEDCollector.
5.1 Data Storage
The choice of data sources is reflected in the structure and principles of Data Storage. MEDCollector’s target sources
differ greatly in the structure of their data as well the information contained in them. It focuses on extracting disease
occurrences, incidences, estimates and messages in their geographical context. Since this data differs across sources,
its storage’s structure must be able to capture this heterogeneity.
An initial prospection of data sources revealed three main groups of possible epidemiological data sources:
• Social Network Services, such as Twitter, where people freely share information about themselves including their
illnesses.
• Epidemiological Surveillance Services, such as EISN, ProMED-Mail, etc., which present very heterogeneous
data. Each source has different data structures and formats.
• New Services, such as Google News, which report RSS feeds and newsletters containing news relating to specific
domains and locations.
5.1.1 MEDCollector Repository
The MEDCollector Repository stores the data collected from the Web as well as data collection schedules. This
repository is implemented as a MySQL relational database. For clarity in the description of this repository
implementation, it is presented as storage for two types of data: Case Data and Scheduling Data.
Case Data The collected data is organized in the repository under a classic Data Warehouse star schema [23], where
the fact table (Fig. 4(a)) has information about the cases and the dimensions are:
• Disease, containing names of diseases and a concept unique identifier (CUI) that identifies that disease in the
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [24].
• Location containing data about the locations monitored by the system including a geonameid which identifies
that location in the GeoNames ontology [25].
• Source containing the sources used in MEDCollector, referenced by a URL and in some cases the update period
of that source.
• Process containing the data about the workflow which has generated it. This is relevant for examining data
provenance so that epidemiologists can evaluate which workflows provide the best data for their specific uses.
Besides these dimensions the compound key for a Case also includes the attributes Date and Author.
The attributes value, unit and type specify the type of case that was extracted, the value of that case and the unit
used to express it e.g. In Twitter the system extracts 1 message, in Google Flu Trends the system can extract disease
case estimates such as: 3 estimated cases per 100,000 population.
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(a) Case Data
(b) Scheduling Data
Figure 4: UML class diagram of the MEDCollector Repository.
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Scheduling Data The schedule of data harvesting queries has an identical organization with the harvesting events as
the fact table and the same dimension tables, excluding the Process table (Fig. 4(b) ).
Scheduling Data is used by a priority based query selection service (See Chapter 5.5) to define which queries should
be executed first at what sources.
Each week a background application updates the period values of each disease-location-source triple accordingly
to the previous case entries in the last month:
• Schedule with a Daily period: every triple with more than 1 entry the previous week.
• Schedule with a Weekly period: every triple with more than 1 entry the previous two weeks and 1 or less entries
the previous week.
• Schedule with a Fortnightly period: every triple with more than 1 entry the previous month and 1 or less entries
the previous two weeks.
• Schedule with a Monthly period: every triple that does not fit the criteria mentioned above.
5.2 Ontologies
The spatial and health-domain entities required when dealing with epidemic data imply the use of a controlled and
non-ambiguous vocabulary. Ontologies are ideal for this type of problem since they provide a community reference,
improving knowledge reuse. This provides a common vocabulary through the use of non-ambiguous references,
allowing all the users to use the same terms in relation to the same entities, and the establishment of hierarchical
relations among entities. This hierarchy becomes particularly relevant when using geographic referencing. For
instance, with the support of a geographic ontology, we can relate cities with their countries. This would allow data
collected at a particular hierarchical level to be used at superior levels.
Therefore, cases identified by MEDCollector are referenced in the spatial and health domain through the use of
ontologies.
5.2.1 Unified Medical Language System
The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) is a collection of controlled vocabularies in the medical sciences
which provides a structure for vocabulary mapping, allowing cross-translation of terms between terminologies [24]. It
can also be seen as a multipurpose ontology of biomedical terms. Its purpose is to be used in biomedical informatics
applications.
UMLS is composed of three Knowledge sources: the Metathesaurus, the Semantic Network and the SPECIALIST
Lexicon.
The Metathesaurus is a vocabulary database that includes information about biomedical concepts, names and
relationships. It is multi-lingual and is built from several terminologies, such as thesauri, classifications, code sets,
lists of controlled terms, biomedical literature etc.
The Semantic Network provides categorization of all concepts represented in the Metathesaurus and the
SPECIALIST Lexicon is a tool to enhance natural language processing.
Disease entities in the MEDCollector Repository are referenced to UMLS through a concept unique identifier (CUI)
of a Metathesaurus concept categorized as a ”Disease or Syndrome” in the Semantic Network.
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5.2.2 GeoNames
Geonames is a database containing over eight million geographical names corresponding to over 6.5 million unique
features [25]. Each of these features is categorized into one of nine classes and one of 645 feature codes. Geonames
also includes latitude, longitude, elevation, population, administrative subdivision and postal codes for each of the
features represented. Coordinates are represented according to the World Geodetic System 1984 [26].
Each GeoNames feature is represented via a GeonameID or a stable URI which gives access to an RDF description
of the feature. The GeoNames Ontology describes feature properties using the Web Ontology Language (OWL).
Feature classes and codes are described according to the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) [27].
GeoNames also provides a RESTful API to access feature properties and relations.
Each location in MEDCollector is referenced to a GeonameId. The MEDCollector currently includes all countries
and capital cities in the world.
5.3 Dashboard
An epidemic data collection system requires flexibility and configurability. This can be achieved either through the
addition of new services or through the adjustment of currently existing services, to cope with the addition of new data
sources or to add further ways to process information.
One approach to create a system with this level flexibility is the creation of workflows which define how services
interact and exchange data and can therefore enable the configuration of data extraction mechanisms. The Business
Process Execution Language (BPEL) [22] is a workflow design language that uses XML to describe the interaction
between services. The BPEL process, corresponding to a designed workflow, is itself a service.
One of the difficulties with the use of BPEL lies on the need of methods for creating process definitions by
non-technical users [21]. Although graphical notations, like the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [28],
exist, they are complex and require business analysts to design workflows. To overcome this issue MEDCollector has
a Drag-and-Drop user interface, which enables users to design workflows by trial and error (Figure 5).
Scientific workflow systems like Taverna were considered, but currently they require the direct definition of WSDLs
and communication via SOAP. In addition, these systems currently do not offer on-browser Web interfaces, requiring
users to go through lengthy installation and configuration processes prior to using the software.
WireIt[29] enables the definition of a “Visual Language” that specifies modules, their inputs and outputs, which
represent services in MEDCollector. It is also bundled with a single-page editor that enables the definition of workflows
through a wirable interface.
WireIt is an open source JavaScript library for the creation of web wirable interfaces similar to Yahoo! Pipes [30]
and uDesign [31]. WireIt uses Yahoo! User Interface library 2.7.0 [32] for DOM [33] and event manipulation and is
compatible with most web browsers.
This interface is composed of four sections (Figure 5):
• a menu which enables users to save, load and delete workflows.
• a properties section that enables users to configure the scheduling parameters for a workflow, its name and
description.
• a modules section which enables the user to select which services to use in a workflow.
• a workspace area where the user defines a workflow by defining connections between service endpoints, by
dragging graphical “wires“ between their inputs and outputs.
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• an entities section that can be used to browse the disease, location and source entities in MEDCollector and insert
new ones.
Figure 5: Global view of the Web Interface implemented using WiringEditor and description of its components.
The Dashboard has three tabs. These tabs are responsible for different functionalities in the system. The first is
intended for data collection from the web and storage into a local database, while the second is designed for data
packaging, enabling the user to query stored data into downloadable datasets. A third tab which is composed only of
a loading menu and a work area enables users to view workflows designed by other users while not enabling them to
perform alterations. This enables users to select which workflows to extract information from,to check the provenance
of data by analyzing the workflows that originated it, or simply to gather design ideas for their own workflows.
Workflows designed in this interface are saved to the workflow repository.
Figure 6: A simple workflow designed in MEDCollector for the collection of data from Google Flu Trends.
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5.4 BPEL Processes
The workflow repository stores workflows as JSON documents containing the properties of the workflow, a list of
services and a list of wirings between services.
Figure 6 presents an example of a workflow designed in the dashboard, it is stored as the following JSON document:
1 {
2 ” modules ” : [
3 {
4 ” c o n f i g ” : {” p o s i t i o n ” : [ 1 1 3 , 6 3 ]} ,
5 ” name ” : ” ManualQS ” ,
6 ” v a l u e ” : {
7 ” d i s e a s e ” : ” I n f l u e n z a ” ,
8 ” l o c a t i o n ” : ” Spa in ” ,
9 ” s o u r c e ” : ” Gloog le F lu T rends ”
10 }
11 } ,
12 {
13 ” c o n f i g ” : {” p o s i t i o n ” : [ 8 5 , 2 8 6 ] , ” x t y p e ” : ” W i r e I t . I n O u t C o n t a i n e r ” } ,
14 ” name ” : ” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t ” ,
15 ” v a l u e ” : {}
16 } ,
17 {
18 ” c o n f i g ” : {” p o s i t i o n ” : [ 2 6 9 , 2 9 5 ] , ” x t y p e ” : ” W i r e I t . I n O u t C o n t a i n e r ” } ,
19 ” name ” : ”LoadToDB” ,
20 ” v a l u e ” : {}
21 }
22 ] ,
23 ” p r o p e r t i e s ” : {
24 ” d e s c r i p t i o n ” : ” ” ,
25 ” name ” : ” WorkflowName” ,
26 ” owner ” : ” Username ” ,
27 ” s c h e d u l e−t im e ” : ” ” ,
28 ” s c h e d u l i n g −t y p e ” : ”Do Not Run ”
29 } ,
30 ” w i r e s ” : [
31 {
32 ” s r c ” : {” moduleId ” :0 , ” t e r m i n a l ” : ” XMLOutput” } ,
33 ” t g t ” : {” moduleId ” :1 , ” t e r m i n a l ” : ” i n p u t ”}
34 } ,
35 {
36 ” s r c ” : {” moduleId ” :1 , ” t e r m i n a l ” : ” o u t p u t ” } ,
37 ” t g t ” : {” moduleId ” :2 , ” t e r m i n a l ” : ” i n p u t ”}
38 }
39 ]
40 }
Code 1: JSON document describing a Workflow.
These JSON documents (see Code 1) are parsed by the Process Builder, which uses this information to create
the files necessary to deploy a BPEL Process. This process consists of a process descriptor, a BPEL process XML
definition and a WSDL document describing it as a service. In the BPEL process, each service is represented as a
PartnerLink and the wirings are mapped as a sequence of variable assignments and PartnerLink invocations.
For example the JSON document shown above is transformed into the BPEL process descriptor and BPEL process
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XML definition shown in Appendix A and B.
BPEL Processes, executed by a BPEL Engine, orchestrate communications between services, to perform data
collection accordingly to the workflow definition (see Appendix A).
These BPEL process can have two functions, data collection or data packaging, according to the dashboard tab they
are designed in.
A series of Fault handling mechanisms are also defined in the BPEL processes to recover from failed invocation
of services which can happen for several reasons, including invocation rate limiting measures implemented by several
sources (e.g. see Appendix B, line 71). For instance when RESTful webservices return an HTTP code 503, the status
code for service unavailable, the process stops and delays its next scheduled execution.
Apache ODE (Orchestration Director Engine) [34] is used to execute the BPEL Processes. Apache ODE provides
several extensions to standard BPEL engines including XPath 2.0 support, for easier variable assignments, and an
HTTP binding extension that enables direct connection to RESTful Web Services. This engine also provides an
interface that enables monitorization of currently deployed processes.
5.5 Services
Internal services represent the basic operations performed by the system. These can be information collection services,
text mining services, transformation services, scheduler services, and others. All services are currently implemented
in PHP Version 5.1.6.
Implemented services are divided into three categories: Data Collection Services, Data Packaging Services and
Generic Services.
5.5.1 Data Collection Services
These services are used for the design of data collection workflows.
1. The Query Selection Services. These services choses the query (disease, location and source triples) to be made
by other services. There are two types of query selection services:
Priority Based Query Selection: This service uses the schedule data to prioritize the queries. It selects
the period and last search date values, from the Scheduling Data in MEDCollector’s repository, for each
disease-location-source triple and outputs the triple with the highest positive priority value according to the
formula:
priority = date - last search date - period
If there are no positive values the service sends a fault message that is caught by the BPEL Engine, stopping it
and scheduling another run of the service later. These triples can be filtered by source, location or disease, in
order to create processes with specific scopes, e.g. influenza in Portugal with Twitter as a source.
Manual Query Selection: This service enables users to manually define the disease and location to query at a
source.
2. Data Harvesting Services are services specifically designed to gather data through specific APIs or URLs. The
Query Selection Services define what queries these harvesting services perform at their sources.
Currently there are two harvesting services implemented, one to monitor Twitter and one that harvest data from
Google Flu Trends.
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TwitterHarvest: This service receives a a message from a Query Selection service specifying which location
and disease to search for in Twitter. The service uses the Twitter search API to retrieve messages containing the
disease name and posted at a the location specified by the Query Selection service.
GoogleFluTrendsHarvest: This service receives a message from the Query Selection service specifying which
locations to search for Influenza data. Using the country-code for that location it retrieves a text file containing
comma separated values (Through the URL http://www.google.org/flutrends/<country-code>/data.txt). It
retrieves the values of estimated influenza activity from the column containing the location name and its
respective date.
These services structure and transmit the collected cases using a XML schema compatible with other
MEDCollector services.
3. Passive Collection Services receive data posted by disease reporting services and other sources such as e-mail
subscriptions. Currently there is a service that checks an e-mail for messages containing names of diseases
and locations. This service checks for messages that have not been read and searches them for all locations
and diseases in the MEDCollector Repository. If a match is found the message is retrieved and referenced to
that location and disease. This service also structures and transmits the collected cases using a XML schema
compatible with other MEDCollector services.
4. Text related services include a regular expression matching service that searches strings for patterns, text mining
service and translation services:
Text Mining services receive a message from harvesting and passive collection services and through a rule
based approach tries to match sentences of these messages to a number of regular expressions. These regular
expressions enable the extraction of case numbers, estimates and deaths. Although this rule-based approach
and some of the regular expressions might not be the best approach for Text Mining in this field, this service
serves as proof-of-concept for the extraction of further information from text messages in a workflow oriented
data collection system. The development of an appropriate Text Mining algorithm is beyond the scope of this
dissertation.
The translation services use the REST services in the Google Language API [35]. There are two services, one
that translates a string and another that given a XML element path translates the text node inside that element.
Both these services require the user to specify a desired output language in the two letter code specified in BCP57
[36]. The use may also specify the language of the original message, however if this parameter is not provided
the service will use the Google Language API to try to identify the message’s original language.
5. Database Loading is done through a service that receives a XML message and accordingly performs an insertion
in the MEDCollector Repository. Upon insertion the service will return the XML document back to the caller.
6. XML Transformation Services which enable the transformation of XML documents into a schema compatible
with other MEDCollector Services. This enables the use of external web services in the sequence flow by
transforming their data into compatible data types. There are several services for this task, one that transforms
RSS 2.01 feeds and another that transforms Atom 1.0 feeds. These receive the source name and optionally
a disease and location. If that disease and location is given, then all the entries in the feed are considered
cases of messages pertaining to that disease-location-source triple, otherwise each entry is searched for all
disease-location pairs to make that correspondence. Disease and location entities are searched using a binary
search algorithm. Another XML Transformation Service that is more complex, and less user-friendly, requires
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that the user provide the paths to the relevant parts of the document, enabling the transformation of all other
XML documents available. This is done using XPath notation.
5.5.2 Data Packaging Services
Data Packaging services offer the functionality to be used in workflows created for dataset creation.
1. Data Query Service, a service that has a number of optional parameters enabling the user to query the
MEDCollector Repository for the data required for dataset creation.
2. Data Formatting Services. By default the queried data is transmitted in the MEDCollector XML schema.
Through the use of these services it is possible to convert that XML into JSON and CSV documents. The JSON
document keeps the overall hierarchy of the XML document while the CSV transformation service transforms it
into a readable two-dimensional matrix. The CSV transformation service also enables the user to specify which
delimiters to use for rows and columns.
3. Download Service, a simple service that enables the user to download the resulting document instead of
uploading it to the Epidemic Marketplace.
5.5.3 Generic Services
Generic Services are services that can be used in both the Data Collection and Data Packaging workflow design and
are therefore available on both tabs of the Dashboard.
1. Date Related Services are services that relate to time formats and current dates. The ”Date Format” service
provides the user with the capability of transforming any date to a specific format. MEDCollector uses ”Y-m-d”
by default so this service enables users to create data collection mechanisms that transform the date so it can
be used by MEDCollector, or to transform the date in the extracted datasets into the formats used by their
applications. The other Date service returns the current date in the provided format (”Y-m-d” by default). This
enables the user to specify provide services with the time at which the process is run. For instance if a XML
document doesn’t have a time reference this service can be used to provide that reference, likewise this service
can be used to provide the Data Querying services with the current time, so that it retrieves data in a period of
time related to the date of each run. Formats are specified in PHP notation 4.
2. XML Manipulation Services that provide functionalities such as data structure transformation and access to
specific data elements to improve the flexibility of the workflows. These include:
A GetElement service, which returns the node specified by a XPath query from a given input XML document.
A Merge and Split gates. The first is given two XML document as inputs, it merges them at the Root Level. The
second splits a XML document into two by evaluating condition on a node from each entry. This condition can
be of the types: “equals“, “contains“, “>=“, “<=“, “>“ or “<“. The Split gate returns a XML document for the
entries evaluated as true and another for the entries evaluated as false.
3. External Services can be used to provide additional functionalities to the system. A SOAP and a REST wrapper
services are available for this purpose.
The SOAP service receives a WSDL URL, an operation name and a set of parameter names and values, which
correspond to WSDL message parts. This service sends a SOAP call and returns the response to that call.
4http://php.net/manual/en/function.strftime.php
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The REST service receives a URL, a query string and a set of parameter names and values. These are then sent
through cURL and the response is then returned. If the cURL request returns an HTTP code other than 200 it
generates a Fault corresponding to that HTTP code to be interpreted by the BPEL Process.
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6 Case Study
This section evaluates the system according to the functional and non-functional requirements set on section 4. For this
purpose MEDCollector is compared with two known scientific workflow design programs, Taverna [10] and Kepler
[13].
MEDCollector is presented as a workflow design environment with a set of predefined services that provide its
basic functionalities according to the requirements previously mentioned.
Taverna, does not provide any services itself, instead it provides the software to access WSDL-based web services.
For this reason, Taverna will use the services developed for MEDCollector and as such it will have the same basic
functionalities. For this reason Taverna is only compared to MEDCollector on the functional analysis in regard to data
provenance.
Kepler is a scientific workflow design tool for data intensive processes and presents a large variety of actors that
provide data flow functionalities. Kepler is compared with MEDCollector on both the functional and non-functional
analysis.
For this comparison data harvesting workflows were designed to harvest cases from:
1. CDC Flu Updates RSS Feed - A workflow retrieves the feed and inserts the items into the database as messages
about Influenza in the United States (Figure 7).
(a) CDC Flu Updates Workflow in MEDCollector. (b) CDC Flu Updates Workflow in Taverna.
(c) CDC Flu Updates Workflow in Kepler.
Figure 7: Workflows designed for the extraction of messages from CDC Flu Updates RSS feed. This feed contains
only messages relating to Influenza in the United States.
2. CDC Travel Notices RSS Feed - A workflow retrieves the feed, searches the items for disease and location entities
and if these are found the item is inserted into the database (Figure 8).
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(a) CDC Travel Notices Workflow in MEDCollector. (b) CDC Travel Notices Workflow in Taverna.
(c) CDC Travel Notices Workflow in Kepler.
Figure 8: Workflows designed for the extraction of messages from CDC Travel Notices. Since Travel Notices have
variable subjects, messages have to be searched for disease and location entities.
3. Google Flu Trends - A workflow retrieves Influenza estimates and inserts them into the database. Spain was used
as the location for the data collection in this workflow (Figure 9).
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(a) Google Flu Trends Workflow in MEDCollector. (b) Google Flu Trends Workflow in Taverna.
(c) Google Flu Trends Workflow in Kepler.
Figure 9: Workflows designed for the extraction of Influenza activity estimates from Google Flu Trends. Spain is used
as an example location for this Workflow.
4. E-mail Messages - A workflow retrieves a message from the e-mail server, searches it for disease and location
entities and if they are found it inserts the message into the database (Figure 10).
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(a) E-mail Messages Workflow in MEDCollector. (b) E-mail Messages Workflow in Taverna.
Figure 10: Workflows designed for the extraction of messages an e-mail server. Kepler is excluded from this workflow
because its actors do not provide the required functionality to access an e-mail server. Since e-mail messages have
variable subjects, messages have to be searched for disease and location entities.
6.1 Functional Analysis
In this section we compare the functional aspects of MEDCollector with the scientific workflow design software Kepler.
Kepler provides a vast array of functions and services, however since the scope of this dissertation is epidemic data
collection this analysis will only focus on workflows designed for that purpose.
Active Data Collection MEDCollector provides active data collection functionality through a number of services
for specific web sources or by enabling users to use REST or WSDL webservices as data collection sources. Likewise,
Kepler enables the user to use service outputs as input of data for its workflows through a series of actors that enable
the user to access data from a variety of sources, such as RESTful and WSDL web services.
Passive Data Collection MEDCollector enables passive data collection by enabling the extraction of e-mail
messages and by enabling users to add collector records through services specifically designed for this function.
Kepler, however, does not provide passive data collection actors that enable the creation of workflows for e-mail
message collection or other types of passive data collection.
Local Storage Data is stored locally, on the server in a relational database. In MEDCollector, this is done through a
database loading service, specifically designed for this purpose which connects to the database and inserts the data.
Kepler also enables the user to connect and query a relational database. However, Kepler requires the user to define
the connection to the database, therefore the user needs to have knowledge of specific details of the database server
such as its address and user credentials for the database. In Kepler the user also needs to compose the query to be
performed on the database, requiring the user to have technical knowledge of SQL (Figure 7). Furthermore for Kepler
to be able to access a database, it needs to have specific endpoints for the Java Database Conectivity (JDBC) driver -
e.g. MySQL is required to have the Connector/J plugin.
In MEDCollector the user is not required to have technical knowledge of the database server as all operations are
performed by the back end web services.
Use of Web Standards The use of Web Standards enables system interoperability and data gathering from multiple
sources.
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Both MEDCollector and Kepler are able to use Web Standards, however their implementations are significantly
different. While MEDCollector uses dedicated services for the transformation of data received from its sources, Kepler
is able to access XML document elements through workflows that the user designs to access those elements, e.g. by
assembling and disassembling XML documents and through arrays returned by XPath query actors (see Figure 7).
The issue with this second approach is that it leads to more complex workflows, with more actors, shifting the
user’s focus from collecting the data to transforming it.
After data transformation, MEDCollector services use the same XML schema and character strings for inputs and
outputs. Kepler is more complex having several different data types, e.g. arrays, booleans, strings, XML Elements,
etc. For this reason the user needs to convert data types to create the workflows he wants to design depending on the
inputs and outputs of each actor.
Data Provenance Each workflow in MEDCollector is identified by a process id. This id is then used to reference
each case collected by that workflow in the MEDCollector Repository. Using the View Workflows tab on the Dashboard,
users can see the workflows that were used to collect data. Also, logging files are kept on Apache ODE at all times so
that it is possible to pinpoint any issues in a specific workflow or a faulty service.
Taverna provides a detailed view of the workflow’s execution in its ”Results” tab. This tab enables the user to see
the inputs and outputs of each service as well as its execution times.
Kepler’s provenance framework is still under development and its functionalities are not currently accessible to the
general user.
Scheduling of Collection Activities MEDCollector provides this function based on two approaches, scheduling of
processes and prioritization of queries. The first enables users to define when a service is actively collecting data from
its source with its period of activity specified in minutes. The latter enables the workflows to use queries that provide
most messages to be harvested more often than queries that provide no messages.
Kepler uses two types of entities, actors and directors. Actors perform specific functionalities while directors
coordinate when actor’s functions are performed. The different types of directors define if workflows are run
synchronously or asynchronously, the number of iterations, and when they are executed.
Data Packaging MEDCollector provides a Data Packaging tab on the Dashboard which provides a number of
services that enable the extraction of detected cases from the MEDCollector Repository. Accessing the local repository
is done through a Query service, to which the user provides a number of optional parameters for data filtering and
transformation is also provided through a set of services.
In Kepler the user is required to write the Query in SQL and designed the workflow to deal with all the data
transformation as described earlier. This is a complex task which requires the user to have technical knowledge of the
database implementation as well as to deal with multiple data types and their transformation.
6.2 Non-Functional Analysis
Performance All the workflows designed for this Case study (Figures 7 through 10) were executed separately.
All workflows were executed in the same machine, with a 2Ghz CPU and 1 Gigabyte of RAM, on the CentOS 5.5
distribution of the Linux Operating System. MEDCollector Services were hosted on the Apache 2.2.3 Web Server.
Apache ODE 1.3.3 was hosted on Apache Tomcat 6.0. Databases were hosted on MySQL Server 5. The server also
included PHP 5.1.6 and Java 1.6.0 21.
The results in Figure 11 are average run times over 5 executions for each workflow.
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(a) Bar chart representing average workflow run times for CDC
Travel Notices RSS Feed.
(b) Bar chart representing average workflow run times for CDC
Flu Updates RSS Feed.
(c) Bar chart representing average workflow run times for Google
Flu Trends.
(d) Bar chart representing average workflow run times for e-mail
Message retrieval.
Figure 11: Performance Charts. Average run times are presented in seconds rounded to three decimal places.
An initial analysis of the execution times shows an apparent disparity in Kepler’s execution times in relation to
those of MEDCollector and Taverna throughout the different workflows. This disparity is explored below with some
insights into the designed workflows and their executions.
CDC Flu Updates RSS Feed Workflow and Google Flu Trends Workflow: In these two workflows Kepler
performed best with only a fraction of the execution times from MEDCollector and Taverna. MEDCollector was
slower performing closely to Taverna.
While MEDCollector’s and Taverna’s functionalities are provided by services that require communication through
a Web server, Kepler’s actors are Java classes that are directly invoked in its engine. Evidence from these two workflows
shows that this direct invocation results in lower latency between the invocation of actors and therefore improves the
overall performance of workflows.
CDC Travel Notices RSS Feed Workflow: In this workflow the Kepler performed worst with MEDCollector and
Taverna performing similarly. CDC’s Travel Notices can have several distinct subjects and as such messages have to
be searched for evidence of locations and diseases. For this purpose messages are searched for disease and location
names in the MEDCollector repository.
Both MEDCollector and Taverna use an RSS transformation service which, when not provided with a disease and
location name, uses binary search algorithm to search for those entities.
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Kepler’s actors do not allow the replication of this algorithm, and as such this workflow is required to iterate over
all disease and location pairs for each message. In this workflow we have 89 diseases and 379 locations which results
in 33731 disease-location pairs that need to be searched for each message. This results in an exponentially larger
workflow run time as messages, disease or locations increase, which explains the dramatically larger execution time in
the kepler workflow.
E-mail Messages Workflow: While MEDCollector and Taverna use services developed to extract messages from
an e-mail server, kepler does not provide such functionality. Due to this, Kepler is excluded from this analysis. Taverna
and MEDCollector did not perform significantly different.
Overall, Taverna and MEDCollector had similar performances throughout the workflows. The reason for this lies
in that they both use the same services, and both invoke them through a web server. For this reason the latency between
in service invocation is very similar. MEDCollector’s workflow execution engine is Apache ODE which executes
BPEL workflows and runs on Apache Tomcat. Taverna uses the Scufl Workflow Language and its engine runs directly
on the Java environment. This different back-end implementations explain the small differences in performance show
above.
Kepler’s actors are directly invoked as Java classes and functions which results in shorter latency times, improving
the general performance of its workflows. However, MEDCollector’s services were specifically designed for epidemic
data collection and in some cases they perform better than Kepler. Further more Kepler does not provide the
functionalities necessary for passive data collection, as seen in the E-mail Messages Workflow.
Modularity and Configurability MEDCollector’s modularity and configurability are provided by its services
and the workflow’s scheduling properties. Services were designed for epidemic data collection, performing the
functionalities needed by users to achieve this task. This enables users to create workflows by focusing on the actions
they need to perform to retrieve data from its sources. A service in MEDCollector can perform several actions on the
data, e.g. the RSS transformation service in MEDCollector accesses different nodes in the XML tree, can search the
description of each RSS item for a location and disease, and transform the relevant items into MEDCollector records
in another XML schema.
Taverna’s functionalities, as its modularity and configurability are dependent on the services it uses. Since it does
not come packaged with a set of services that can be used for epidemic data collection the services developed for
MEDCollector were used in Taverna, therefore providing it the same characteristics as MEDCollector in terms of
modularity and configurability.
Kepler is modular and configurable on a lower level of abstraction. Kepler’s workflows are focused on the data, each
actor is a single action on that data. To perform the same actions as a single MEDCollector service the user is required
to use several actors in Kepler. As an example, to perform the RSS transformation the user would be required to use
Xpath query actors to access the XML nodes, database connection and querying actors to retrieve a list of diseases
and locations, string matching actors to search for those entities, and boolean control actors to separate the actors that
matched the entities from those that did not. Kepler’s actors specificity enables it to perform a broader number of
functions in scientific workflows, however, this excess in modularity for the purpose of epidemic data collection results
in much more complex workflows which shift the user’s focus from data collection to single data transformation actions
(see Figures 7 through 10).
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6.3 Discussion
Overall all three systems had their strengths and faults. The Kepler scientific workflow system is highly focused on
data operations and performs best at simple tasks due to its data-driven architecture. However the task of epidemic data
collection from multiple Web sources requires a high level of data treatment and transformation that requires the use of
a large number of actors resulting in largely complex workflows. Furthermore several of the actions require that users
have knowledge of the technical implementations of servers, as is the case for database servers. Furthermore, Kepler
does not provide actors that allow the definition of passive that collection workflows.
Taverna is a workflow design and execution environment. It is similar to MEDCollector in which its functionalities
are provided by Web services. However, since Taverna is a general purpose workflow design software, it does not
provide a basic set of services. As a result Taverna requires users to specify directly what Web services are used
through WSDL files.
MEDCollector takes a similar approach, however it provides users with the basic services for epidemic data
collection. Some of these services are designed specifically to simplify the system’s use and improve performance when
searching for unknown disease or location entities. With MEDCollector’s services the user can focus on the collection
of the data instead of having to focus on the specificities of complex data transformation tasks as in Kepler. Furthermore
MEDCollector’s interface is Web based and as such does not require users to go through lengthy installations and to
worry about specific configurations for their machines, such as the definition of proxies. MEDCollector is a workflow
definition tool through a graphical interface that was specifically designed for epidemic data collection. It enables the
flexible configuration of data collection mechanisms and is able to perform active and passive data collection.
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7 Conclusion
The MEDCollector is implemented as a component for the EPIWORK project information platform - the Epidemic
Marketplace. By enabling the collection and integration of data from multiple Web sources, MEDCollector grants
epidemiologists with a novel means to gather data for use in epidemic modeling tools.
While human analysis, such as the one used by GPHIN, usually provides more accurate data, manual curation
is expensive and limited in the amount of data it can process. MEDCollector takes a different approach from
GPHIN. Instead of manually classifying the data it requires users to design workflows for each specific source,
adapting the extraction mechanism to its nature therefore improving the automatic data extraction from each individual
source. These harvesting workflows, collect all identified cases at their source and insert them into the MEDCollector
Repository.
The foremost innovation brought by this system is that, through a browser based Dashboard, epidemiologists can
design simple Web Service workflows dynamically using drag-and-drop components. This enables users to directly
create and modify workflows to customize data collection mechanisms according to their specific needs. This dynamic
design grants the system flexibility by enabling the addition of further functionality and the alteration of service
interactions.
While MEDCollector can perform less efficiently than Kepler, it is less complex and enables users with no technical
knowledge of the system’s implementation to design simple workflows for epidemic data collection. Furthermore
MEDCollector’s dashboard enables users to interactively browse the workflows developed by other users and extract
the data collected by those workflows.
An interface layer that accommodates the configuration of dataset creation services enables the selection of
information from MEDCollector’s Repository and structure it according to the needs of the user, through XML
transformation and querying. This transformation enables the creation of aggregated and consistent datasets which
can be used by other applications.
Through the use of Web Standards for data transmission, MEDCollector enables seamless integration of externally
supplied Web services, granting extensibility to its basic features. This extensibility enables epidemiologists to design
extraction mechanisms that suit their needs in extracting data from multiple Web sources.
The multisource epidemic data collector will therefore be a useful complementation to national reporting systems
and hopefully a contribution to disease propagation studies as well as disease control research.
This dissertation resulted in a publication in the INFORUM’09 [18] - Informatics Symposium, exploring the use of
the early prototype to extract epidemic data from social networks and a publication in DEXA 2010 in the International
Conference on Information Technology in Bio- and Medical Informatics describing the application of workflows to the
extraction of epidemic data from multiple Web sources [37].
A set of challenges remain to be explored in future work. While MEDCollector enables the collection and
packaging of data a set of visualization tools should be developed in order to improve the graphical information given
to users upon the creation of datasets. This should provide users with the ability to quickly analyze the data so they can
improve their datasets.
MEDCollector extracts data about putative infections and references them geographically, furthermore the author
of extracted messages is also referenced. This leads to a number of privacy related issues, particularly considering
MEDCollector was developed for data sharing across the Web. Focusing on privacy a number of anonymization
techniques should be developed and implemented for epidemic datasets in general and MEDCollector in particular.
Furthermore, EPIWORK’s Epidemic Marketplace includes a data repository where datasets can be stored for
later use by epidemic modeling tools. Mediator services are currently being developed to enable applications to
perform actions on the repository, such as uploading datasets. This mediator will enable MEDCollector to submit
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consistent datasets for storage in the Epidemic Marketplace at regular time periods through the design of data packaging
workflows, as opposed to simply downloading them.
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A Appendix: BPEL Process Descriptor
1 <?xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” ?>
2 <dep loy
3 xmlns =” h t t p : / / www. apache . o rg / ode / schemas / dd / 2 0 0 7 / 0 3 ”
4 xm lns :m ain=” h t t p : / / b p e l / p r o c e s s e s / C−Username−WorkflowName”
5 x m l n s : t h i s =” h t t p : / / b p e l / p r o c e s s e s / C−Username−WorkflowName . wsdl ”
6 xmlns :ws0 =” urn:ManualQS ” xmlns :ws1 =” u r n : G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t ”
7 xmlns :ws2 =” urn:LoadToDB ”>
8 <p r o c e s s name=” main:C−Username−WorkflowName”>
9 <p r o v i d e p a r t n e r L i n k =”C−Username−WorkflowNamePartnerLink ”>
10 <s e r v i c e name=” t h i s : C −Username−WorkflowNameService ” p o r t =”C−Username−WorkflowNamePort” />
11 </ p r o v i d e>
12 <invoke p a r t n e r L i n k =” ManualQSPar tnerL ink ”>
13 <s e r v i c e name=” ws0:ManualQS ” p o r t =” ManualQSPort ” />
14 </ invoke>
15 <invoke p a r t n e r L i n k =” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t P a r t n e r L i n k ”>
16 <s e r v i c e name=” w s 1 : G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t ” p o r t =” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t P o r t ” />
17 </ invoke>
18 <invoke p a r t n e r L i n k =” LoadToDBPartnerLink ”>
19 <s e r v i c e name=” ws2:LoadToDB ” p o r t =” LoadToDBPort ” />
20 </ invoke>
21 < / p r o c e s s>
22 </ dep loy>
Code 2: BPEL Process Descriptor of the workflow in Figure 6.
A1
A2
B Appendix: BPEL Process XML definition
1 <?xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” ?>
2 <p r o c e s s
3 name=”C−Username−WorkflowName”
4 t a r g e t N a m e s p a c e =” h t t p : / / b p e l / p r o c e s s e s / C−Username−WorkflowName”
5 x m l n s : t n s =” h t t p : / / b p e l / p r o c e s s e s / C−Username−WorkflowName”
6 xmlns =” h t t p : / / docs . o a s i s−open . o rg / wsbpel / 2 . 0 / p r o c e s s / e x e c u t a b l e ”
7 xm lns :m ain=” h t t p : / / b p e l / p r o c e s s e s / C−Username−WorkflowName”
8 x m l n s : t h i s =” h t t p : / / b p e l / p r o c e s s e s / C−Username−WorkflowName . wsdl ”
9 xmlns :ws0 =” urn:ManualQS ”
10 xmlns :ws1 =” u r n : G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t ”
11 xmlns :ws2 =” urn:LoadToDB ”
12 x m l n s : s a =” u r n : S c h e d u l e A g a i n ”
13 queryLanguage =” u r n : o a s i s : n a m e s : t c : w s b p e l : 2 . 0 : s u b l a n g : x p a t h 2 . 0 ”
14 e x p r e s s i o n L a n g u a g e =” u r n : o a s i s : n a m e s : t c : w s b p e l : 2 . 0 : s u b l a n g : x p a t h 2 . 0 ”>
15 <i m p o r t l o c a t i o n =”C−Username−WorkflowName . wsdl ”
16 namespace=” h t t p : / / ep iwork . d i . f c . u l . p t / m e d c o l l e c t o r / p r o c e s s e s / C−Username−WorkflowName . wsdl ”
17 im por tT ype=” h t t p : / / schemas . xmlsoap . o rg / wsdl / ” />
18 <i m p o r t l o c a t i o n =” ManualQS . wsdl ”
19 namespace=” urn:ManualQS ”
20 im por tT ype=” h t t p : / / schemas . xmlsoap . o rg / wsdl / ” />
21 <i m p o r t l o c a t i o n =” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t . wsdl ”
22 namespace=” u r n : G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t ”
23 im por tT ype=” h t t p : / / schemas . xmlsoap . o rg / wsdl / ” />
24 <i m p o r t l o c a t i o n =”LoadToDB . wsdl ”
25 namespace=” urn:LoadToDB ”
26 im por tT ype=” h t t p : / / schemas . xmlsoap . o rg / wsdl / ” />
27 <i m p o r t l o c a t i o n =” Schedu leAgain . wsdl ”
28 namespace=” u r n : S h c e d u l e A g a i n ”
29 im por tT ype=” h t t p : / / schemas . xmlsoap . o rg / wsdl / ” />
30 <p a r t n e r L i n k s>
31 <p a r t n e r L i n k name=”C−Username−WorkflowNamePartnerLink ”
32 p a r t n e r L i n k T y p e =” t h i s : C −Username−WorkflowNameLinkType ”
33 myRole=”me” />
34 <p a r t n e r L i n k name=” ManualQSPar tnerL ink ”
35 p a r t n e r L i n k T y p e =” ws0:ManualQSLinkType ”
36 p a r t n e r R o l e =” ManualQSService ” />
37 <p a r t n e r L i n k name=” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t P a r t n e r L i n k ”
38 p a r t n e r L i n k T y p e =” ws1 :GoogleF l u T re nd sH ar ve s t L i n kT y pe ”
39 p a r t n e r R o l e =” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t S e r v i c e ” />
40 <p a r t n e r L i n k name=” LoadToDBPartnerLink ”
41 p a r t n e r L i n k T y p e =” ws2:LoadToDBLinkType ”
42 p a r t n e r R o l e =” LoadToDBService ” />
43 <p a r t n e r L i n k name=” S c h e d u l e A g a i n P a r t n e r L i n k ”
44 p a r t n e r L i n k T y p e =” s a : S c h e d u l e A g a i n L i n k T y p e ”
45 p a r t n e r R o l e =” S c h e d u l e A g a i n S e r v i c e ” />
46 < / p a r t n e r L i n k s>
47 <v a r i a b l e s>
48 <v a r i a b l e name=”C−Username−WorkflowNameVar ”
49 messageType =” t h i s : C−Username−WorkflowNameMessage” />
50 <v a r i a b l e name=” ManualQSInput ”
51 messageType =” ws0:ManualQSRequest ” />
52 <v a r i a b l e name=” ManualQSOutput ”
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53 messageType =” ws0:ManualQSResponse ” />
54 <v a r i a b l e name=” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t I n p u t ”
55 messageType =” w s 1 : G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t R e q u e s t ” />
56 <v a r i a b l e name=” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t O u t p u t ”
57 messageType =” w s 1 : G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t Re s p on s e” />
58 <v a r i a b l e name=” LoadToDBInput ”
59 messageType =” ws2:LoadToDBRequest ” />
60 <v a r i a b l e name=” LoadToDBOutput ”
61 messageType =” ws2:LoadToDBResponse ” />
62 <v a r i a b l e name=” S c h e d u l e A g a i n I n p u t ”
63 messageType =” s a : S c h e d u l e A g a i n R e q u e s t ” />
64 <v a r i a b l e name=” Schedu leAga i nOu t pu t ”
65 messageType =” s a : S c h e d u l e A g a i n R e s p o n s e ” />
66 < / v a r i a b l e s>
67 <f a u l t H a n d l e r s>
68 <c a t c h A l l>
69 <sequence>
70 <a s s i g n>
71 <copy>
72 <from>
73 < l i t e r a l>60</ l i t e r a l>
74 < / from>
75 <t o>$ S c h e d u l e A g a i n I n p u t . t im e< / t o>
76 </ copy>
77 <copy>
78 <from>
79 < l i t e r a l>C−Username−WorkflowName< l i t e r a l>
80 < / from>
81 <t o>$ S c h e d u l e A g a i n I n p u t . name< / t o>
82 </ copy>
83 < / a s s i g n>
84 <invoke p a r t n e r L i n k =” S c h e d u l e A g a i n P a r t n e r L i n k ”
85 por tT ype =” s a : S c h e d u l e A g a i n P o r t T y p e ”
86 o p e r a t i o n =” Schedu leAgain ”
87 i n p u t V a r i a b l e =” S c h e d u l e A g a i n I n p u t ”
88 o u t p u t V a r i a b l e =” Schedu leAga in Ou t pu t ” />
89 <r e p l y name=” end ”
90 p a r t n e r L i n k =”C−Username−WorkflowNamePartnerLink ”
91 por tT ype =” t h i s : C −Username−WorkflowNamePortType”
92 o p e r a t i o n =”C−Username−WorkflowName”
93 v a r i a b l e =”C−Username−WorkflowNameVar ” />
94 </ s equence>
95 </ c a t c h A l l>
96 < / f a u l t H a n d l e r s>
97 <sequence>
98 <e x t : f a i l u r e H a n d l i n g
99 x m l n s : e x t =” h t t p : / / ode . apache . o rg / a c t i v i t y R e c o v e r y ”>
100 <e x t : f a u l t O n F a i l u r e> t r u e< / e x t : f a u l t O n F a i l u r e>
101 </ e x t : f a i l u r e H a n d l i n g>
102
103 <r e c e i v e name=” s t a r t ”
104 p a r t n e r L i n k =”C−Username−WorkflowNamePartnerLink ”
105 por tT ype =” t h i s : C −Username−WorkflowNamePortType”
106 o p e r a t i o n =”C−Username−WorkflowName”
107 v a r i a b l e =”C−Username−WorkflowNameVar ”
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108 c r e a t e I n s t a n c e =” yes ” />
109 <a s s i g n>
110 <copy>
111 <from>
112 < l i t e r a l>I n f l u e n z a< / l i t e r a l>
113 < / from>
114 <t o>$ ManualQSInput . d i s e a s e< / t o>
115 </ copy>
116 <copy>
117 <from>
118 < l i t e r a l>Spain< / l i t e r a l>
119 < / from>
120 <t o>$ ManualQSInput . l o c a t i o n< / t o>
121 </ copy>
122 <copy>
123 <from>
124 < l i t e r a l>Google F lu T rends< / l i t e r a l>
125 < / from>
126 <t o>$ ManualQSInput . s o u r c e</ t o>
127 </ copy>
128 </ a s s i g n>
129 <invoke p a r t n e r L i n k =” ManualQSPar tnerL ink ”
130 por tT ype =” ws0:ManualQSPortType”
131 o p e r a t i o n =” ManualQS ”
132 i n p u t V a r i a b l e =” ManualQSInput ”
133 o u t p u t V a r i a b l e =” ManualQSOutput ” />
134 <a s s i g n>
135 <copy>
136 <from>$ ManualQSOutput . XMLoutput</ from>
137 <t o>$ G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t I n p u t . i n p u t</ t o>
138 </ copy>
139 </ a s s i g n>
140 <invoke p a r t n e r L i n k =” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t P a r t n e r L i n k ”
141 por tT ype =” w s 1 : G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t P o r t T y p e ”
142 o p e r a t i o n =” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t ”
143 i n p u t V a r i a b l e =” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t I n p u t ”
144 o u t p u t V a r i a b l e =” G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t O u t p u t ” />
145 <a s s i g n>
146 <copy>
147 <from>$ G o o g l e F l u T r e n d s H a r v e s t O u t p u t . o u t p u t< / from>
148 <t o>$ LoadToDBInput . i n p u t</ t o>
149 </ copy>
150 </ a s s i g n>
151 <a s s i g n>
152 <copy>
153 <from>
154 < l i t e r a l>409< / l i t e r a l>
155 < / from>
156 <t o>$ LoadToDBInput . p r o c e s s i d< / t o>
157 </ copy>
158 </ a s s i g n>
159 <invoke p a r t n e r L i n k =” LoadToDBPartnerLink ”
160 por tT ype =” ws2:LoadToDBPortType ”
161 o p e r a t i o n =”LoadToDB”
162 i n p u t V a r i a b l e =” LoadToDBInput ”
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163 o u t p u t V a r i a b l e =” LoadToDBOutput” />
164 <a s s i g n>
165 <copy>
166 <from>$LoadToDBOutput< / from>
167 <t o>$C−Username−WorkflowNameVar . i n p u t</ t o>
168 </ copy>
169 </ a s s i g n>
170 <r e p l y name=” end ”
171 p a r t n e r L i n k =”C−Username−WorkflowNamePartnerLink ”
172 por tT ype =” t h i s : C−Username−WorkflowNamePortType”
173 o p e r a t i o n =”C−Username−WorkflowName”
174 v a r i a b l e =”C−Username−WorkflowNameVar ” />
175 < / s equence>
176 </ p r o c e s s>
Code 3: XML definition of the BPEL Process in Figure 6.
B4
